The work considers the problem of differential equation parameter identification given in Hilbert space. Conditions of existence of problem solutions are established. They correspond to conditions of continuous dependence of solutions of differential equations on parameters. In case of linear model and space L 2 condition means convergence in mean quadratic sense on aprioric set.
INTRODUCTION
When modeling physical and biological processes of real world [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [14] , [15] problems of search of system parameter estimates which can be elements of some functional spaces arise. Such models include differential equations with delay, integro-differential equations. Their theory is presented in works [5] , [6] . Some results on parameter identification of these systems were presented in earlier monographs [2] , [13] . Infinite-dimensional minimax problems were displayed in [8] , [17] .
Last time there appeared interest on such problems dealing with investigation of the "solution semigroup and the structural operators in the initial data space" [3] , [7] . As a rule the results are presented "in terms of the initial values and eigenvectors of adjoint operator" [7] . Practical applications require more constructive presentations of the methods in the form of initial or boundary value problems. IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION PARAMETERS   427 where Q > 0 (2.3) is some given positive definite matrix, x .t/ 2 R n is system state dependent on para-meter˛2 H. Note, that as it follows from (2.3) functional (2.2) is lower continuous with respect to x 2 R n . It is left to show that functional (2.2) is weakly lower semicontinuous with respect to˛2 G.
So, in order to prove existence of minimum point of functional J .˛/ of the form (2.2) (in other words, existence of aposterioric estimate) it is necessary to establish conditions of continuous dependence x .t/ with respect to˛. Consider the following system 
That is we require convergence in strong-quadratic sense. Then the solution (2.4) x.t / depends on K . / 2 G continuously.
Proof. Denote solution of (3.1) corresponding to some integral kernel K . / as
Due to Cauchy-Bunyakovsky inequality
Applying (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.3) we get
(3.9) By virtue to (3.2) right side of (3.9) tends to zero as n ! 1.
ESTIMATION PROBLEMS IN HILBERT SPACE
Consider identification problem of system
:
Assume that values of parameters˛andˇare unknown and their aprioric sets (Gą nd Gˇrespectively) are only given. Consider the following problems. 
h is known vector-valued function, Á .t/ is some unknown function belonging to set G Á from space L 2 .t 0 ; T / find estimates of parameters˛andˇ, and estimate of function x.s/, s T .
Firstly note that these problems are covered by problems of estimation of differential equation solutions in Hilbert spaces.
Indeed if we introduce function
Thus in case of Problem 1 we should find an estimate Â.t / as solution of differential equation observing x .t/ ; t 0 < t < T satisfying equation (4.1).
In case of the Problem 2 the problem of estimation of Â and x.s/ is reduced to estimate of differential equation solution in Hilbert space R n H.
Hence it is reasonable to investigate problems on estimation of differential equation solution parameters in Hilbert space firstly.
Firstly consider case of linear differential equation on H 
Such solution exists and is unique (it was proved in [16] ). Besides that, let observations are given 
and pair O x 0 ; O f 1 Á belongs to aposterioric set G y determined by the following way
It is obvious that if H .t; y . / ; x . // is continuous mapping with respect to x and set G is bounded then aposterioric set is also bounded. 
On the other hand for minimax aposterioric estimates O Ox 0 , O Of 1 determined by equality
the following ineqality holds
Let set G y be bounded and closed, and also centrally symmetric with respect to vector N
N f 0 and is centrally symmetric with respect to zero and it implies (4.7)
and have the following form
Introduce adjoined function p.t / as solution of equation Proof. From (4.11) it follows that
Using in (4.14) equations (4.7), (4.8) we have 
where elements of operators belong to corresponding spaces.
In this case the problem (4.12) for q .t/ D
and four problems for components of operator P .t /. Assume, there are known restrictions for Â.t / and measurements errors v.t /. We determine the following set in the form
EXAMPLE
Then aposterioric set will have the form 
Based on the results which were obtained above it follows that the estimate of parameter Â.t 1 / using the observations till the instant t 1 satisfies to the differential equation 
CONCLUSIONS
Thus the work considers the problem of differential equation parameter identification given in Hilbert space. Conditions of existence of problem solutions are established. They correspond to conditions of continuous dependence of solutions of differential equations on parameters. In case of linear model and space L 2 condition means convergence in mean quadratic sense on aprioric set.
A constructive algorithm of identification problem solution in Hilbert space is developed. It results in solution of corresponding boundary value problem. The way of its reduction to Cauchy problems is offered, one partial case allowing problem solution not only in operator form is considered.
In the next works solution of Problems 1 and 2 should be considered in case of models given by integro-differential equations.
